Anthonys Republic
**TOS & License**
Its in the best interest of both parties the creator and the customer to protect these
creations.
** My investment is your investment. Report any and all abuse to this TOS*
TERMS OF SERVICE - Modified 8-16-10
*** A License to use the Sculpt Maps, Textures, Scripts, Sounds & 3D Model Mesh for
platforms outside of SL but resemble SL platform (ie. Inworldz, Open Life) are available
through the creators. Sculpty Republic offers an extended license with a 1 time fee for
use on platforms that resemble the SL platform.
Please contact any creators involved in the kit(s) for permission to use outside of SL,
some fees may apply.***

You have not purchased ownership of the Sculpt Maps,Scripts,Sounds, 3d
Model Mesh & Textures themselves; you have purchased ownership of a license to use
them under the terms specified. In purchasing them, you enter into a licensing agreement
that the full-permission state is for your hands only, and that you will actively assist in
protecting this license.
- You are explicitly not allowed to transfer the Sculpt Maps,Scripts, Sounds, 3D Model
Mesh & Textures in their orginal state as you have purchased them to anyone else period!
*Exception : you may transfer to other avatars owned by the purchaser on the grid where
the items were purchased.
-Sculpt Maps,Scripts, Sounds, 3D Model Mesh & Textures are never to be uploaded back
into SL or any other platform under your name or another avatars name without an
extended license to do so. The original Sculpt Maps,Scripts,Sounds, 3D Model Mesh &
Textures are to always stay with you and never be transfered for any reason in their
original state.
- These Sculpts,Scripts,Sounds, 3D Model Mesh & Textures are to be used in your
creations , they are never to be sold seperatly or transfered (ie. Selling/Transfering the
Sculpt Map, Script,Sound, 3D Model Mesh or Texture to a customer not in a build is
prohibited )
- You Cannot modfiy these Sculpt Maps,Scripts, 3D Model Mesh & Sounds in anyway
for resale or transfering. You CAN modify the texture for your build,the texture is to
never be given away or resold even after you have modified it. You can only apply this
modified texture to your creation that is NOT to be set to copy/transfer

- You can never modify the Sculpt Map or 3D Model Mesh in any 3d program in or out
of Second Life for any reason. You can use the Sculpt Maps & the 3D Model Mesh in a
3d program to texture.
- These Sculpt Maps, Scripts,Sounds, 3D Model Mesh & Textures may never be used
on any other Platform or Server outside of Second Life. They may never be uploaded to
any website for downloading. They may never be uploaded to your computer for
transfering. Your only allowed to upload the Sculpt Maps, 3D Model Mesh & Textures
for texture modification purposes only.
*** A License to use the Sculpt Maps, Textures, Scripts, Sounds & 3D Model Mesh for
platforms outside of SL but resemble SL platform (ie. Inworldz, Open Life) are available
through the creators. Sculpty Republic offers a license with a 1 time fee for use on
platforms that resemble the SL platform.
Please contact any creators involved in the kit(s) for permission to use outside of SL,
some fees may apply.***

- These Sculpt Maps, Scripts,Sounds, 3D Model Mesh & Textures are only to be used in
your creations for resale or personal use. Prims created with these Sculpt Maps & 3D
Model Mesh may never be resold as Full Perms (ie. Copy/Transfer permission settings
prohibited)
- Textures can only be modified to be applied to a creation build for resale or personal
use. They may never be modified to be sold seperatly. Textures may not be applied to a
prim and sold as copy/transfer.
- Scripts & Sounds may never be set to Copy/Transfer Permissions, Either Transfer only
or Copy Only. All scripts & sounds are to be set to NO Modify.
************************************
LICENSE AGREEMENT
Purchasing these full-permission Sculpt Maps, Scripts, Sounds, 3D Model
Mesh & Textures means that you agree to abide by the terms of this agreement. If you do
not agree or feel that you cannot comply, you must delete them and retain no copies of
them on any grid or your harddrive. Violations of the license will be reported to Linden
Labs under the American DCMA Copyright Act. Other legal actions will follow if
deemed necessary .
http://secondlife.com/corporate/dmca.php
*************************************
Thank You
Anthonys Republic

